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CCI Clean Up Employees of the Month

Mr. Michael Mofford is a valued member of our LA
Calcrew . His leadership skills and positive attitude
are always appreciated. 

Warriors2WaterWorks Career Day

We hear you and
couldn't be more proud!

Pictured Above: Charles Weyant, Michael Mofford,
Jalonn Harrison and Gerardo Mendoza.

  

One of our Clean California Initiative crews out in Tracy,
CA . This photo is from their work on the 205 @ Tracy
Blvd. They are working hard to keep our highways clean!
We really appreciate their work level doesn't decrease
even in the heat of summer.
 
 

San Diego Calcrew recognized both Raquel DeMara
and Robert Degeorge  for their hard work, stand out
performace  & dedication to their crew.

San Diego Employment Transition Coordinators,
Ontario and Esperanza, attended a career fair at
Cuyamaca College. They connected with industry
recruiters and representatives to bring career
opportunities in the water and wastewater industry to
our crews
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Computer Literacy Workshop

Reaching TAY

We teamed up again with the City of Stockton’s
Digital Equity Project to get more of our
participants laptops and free internet access for
two years! Our Reinvest program also offered a
workshop to help with computer basics. Together,
with the city, we were able to distribute 50
computers! Pictured below is our Reinvest Case
Manager, Fabian Perez 
 
 

San Diego Job Corps Career Expo provided an
opportunity to reach transitional aged youth (TAY) to
discuss the Back2Work program. Information was
gathered for employment and educational opportunities
 
 

Fire Prevention

San Diego's Neighborhood House Association (NHA)
Project In-Reach program is an outreach and
engagement program designed to help incarcerated
population  with substance use and/or mental health
disorders as they prepare for re-entry into the
community. They provided valuable information to us
this month and we look forward to their continued
partnership. 

  
 
 
 
 

San Diego NHA

Each week our wildfire crew not only cleans debris 
caused by fire, but is tasked with helping to prevent
the spread of new fire by cutting back branches and
removing dry brush. Pictured above is our crew
working at Trask Scout Reservation in Monrovia, 



West Adams
Worksource  Center 
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Congratulations to all the successful job transitions this month including Shower of Hope, Iron Wall Security, Goodwill, VA

Hospital, Caltrans, Sycuan Casino Resort, NSC Tech, YMCA, TK Logistics, LAZ Parking, and Five Keys 

Devin Downing passed his driver's license test!

LJ Miller started with Goodwill Industries this month
as a fork lift driver.  Mr Miller came to our program
after being incarcerated for 40 years. It's difficult for
our elders to get work when they get out, especially
those who have served long sentences. Our partners
at Goodwill were able to create this position for him
and give him an opportunity to grow. We are thankful
for this special partnership.
 
 

Diego Alzaga is now working at the VA Hospital

Robert Preston and Vincent Denis are now both
employed with Contemporary Service Corporation

Sebastian Castillo is highlighted this month as an
example of a participant working hard now to secure a
promising future. In addition to being a stand out
employee, Sebastian is also going to college, studying
to be an engineer. His dedication is an inspiration to
others.

Congratulations!! Jessica Luna Hired at Caltrans!



August 2022 Service Categories

Transitional Employment Coordinator Report

We have Coordinators serving our crews in Los Angeles, Stockton and San Diego!

August 2022 Placement Detail
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